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∑
of search path lengths

Optimal tree for a given sequence
(Knuth, 1971)
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Splay Trees (Sleator and Tarjan, 1983)

[K. Mehlhorn: Data structures and algorithms (German ed. 1986)]
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A stricter depth-halving is sufficient.
Every node x on the search path loses at least
(1/2 + ε)d(x)−O(1) ancestors and gains at most O(1) new
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Nodes in Ti are new descendants of Li. Thus |Ti| = O(1) and
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The parameters appear to be tight.
Example: without the +ε the conditions do not hold.

Open Question 1: Other natural heuristics for which the access
lemma holds?
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Path Balance heuristic [Sleator]: transform search path into a
balanced BST.

Best bound on amortized cost: O(log n log log n/ log log log n).
[Balasubramanian, Raman, 1995]

Our conditions:
1 accessed element to root �
2 max right-(left) depth is d = log |P | ×
3 z + ` ≥ |P |/2 �

A parameterized version of our theorem (simplified):

|P | ≤ Φ(T )− Φ(T ′) +O(d) · log n.

It follows that the total cost of m accesses is
O((m+ n) log n log logn).
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Proof sketch of main theorem

Conditions:
1 the max right- or left-depth of

the after-tree is d = O(1),
2 the number of leaves in the

after-tree is ` = Ω(|P | − z).

Reminder: Φ(T ) =
∑

a∈T log |Ta|.
Want: Φ(T ′)− Φ(T ) ≤ O(1) · log n− |P |.

Contribution to Φ(T ′)− Φ(T ) of:
a neighborhood-disjoint set (set of nodes with disjoint
subtrees)
a monotone set (set of nodes with same left-(right) depth)
a zig-zag set (set of alternating pairs in search path)
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Proof sketch of main theorem (continued)

Contribution to Φ(T ′)− Φ(T ) of:

a neighborhood-disjoint set X
nodes with disjoint subtrees in the after-tree
example: leaves of the after-tree
we prove: ΦT ′(X)− ΦT (X) ≤ O(1) · log n− |X|

a monotone set X
nodes with same left-(right) depth
we prove: ΦT ′(X)− ΦT (X) ≤ O(1) · log n

a zig-zag set Z
set of alternating pairs in search path
we prove: ΦT ′(X)− ΦT (X) ≤ O(1) · log n− |X|

If conditions hold: we can partition P into O(1)
neighborhood-disjoint and monotone sets =⇒ access lemma.
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Necessity of our conditions

1 accessed element goes to root (� for convenience),
2 the max right- or left-depth of the after-tree is d = O(1),
3 the number of leaves in the after-tree is ` = Ω(|P | − z).

(2) is equivalent with locality
Local = (search path → after-tree) can be done bottom-up, with
constant-sized buffer (i.e. as in splay or in Subramanian’s algo).

Proof sketch: d = ω(1) =⇒ nonlocal: easy.
d = O(1) =⇒ local: proof is an algorithm.

Necessity of (2)
If self-adjusting BST algorithm A satisfies the (weighted) access
lemma by the sum-of-logs potential, then A is local.

Proof idea: adversarial weight assignment.
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Open questions

Open question 2: Are non-local algorithms bad or does it need a
different potential function to prove that they are good?

Open question 3: Path balance, depth halving, and other natural
heuristics are non-local. Are they good?

Open question 4: Can these heuristics have logarithmic amortized
cost (without access lemma in its full generality)?
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Necessity of our conditions (continued)

1 accessed element goes to root,
2 the max right- or left-depth of the after-tree is d = O(1),
3 the number of leaves in the after-tree is ` = Ω(|P | − z).

Necessity of (3)

If algorithm A satisfies (1) and (2), but only creates no(1) leaves,
then A needs n · ω(1) time to access 1, 2, . . . , n.

Open question 5: Strengthen no(1) to o(n).

Open question 6: Heuristic: create Ω(|P |) leaves at every step. Is
this sufficient? This would also imply Path Balance conjecture. Try
to disprove it!

Open question 7: Which algorithms satisfy sequential access?
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Dynamic optimality

Access sequence X = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ [n]m.

OPTstatic(X) is the access cost by the best static BST.
(very well understood quantity)
OPT (X) is the access cost by the best offline BST algorithm.
(very poorly understood)
OPTonline(X) is the access cost by the best online BST
algorithm. (very poorly understood)

Clearly: costsplay(X) ≥ OPTonline(X) ≥ OPT (X).

OQ 8: Dynamic Optimality Conjecture (Sleator, Tarjan, 1983)
costsplay(X) ≈ OPTonline(X) ≈ OPT (X).

Only the trivial log n approximation factor is known. Best factor for
any algorithm: log logn (Tango trees, Multi-splay trees, etc.)
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Dynamic optimality (continued)

Open Question 9: Can we compute or approximate OPT (X) in
poly-time?

For most X ∈ [m]n, we have OPT (X) = Ω(m log n).
(Wilber, 1989)
Even a static (balanced) tree can match this.
=⇒ dynamic optimality is interesting only for “easy” sequences.

Open question 10: For which X is OPT (X) = O(m)?

Many known results of this type: X ⊆ [n]m is easy, for X ∈ X
algorithm A matches optimum (asymptotically, in amortized sense).

Examples: low entropy (static optimality), spatial/temporal
clustering (dynamic finger, working set), sequential access, etc.
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Dynamic optimality (continued)

Open Question 9: Can we compute or approximate OPT (X) in
poly-time?
For most X ∈ [m]n, we have OPT (X) = Ω(m log n).
(Wilber, 1989)
Even a static (balanced) tree can match this.
=⇒ dynamic optimality is interesting only for “easy” sequences.

Open question 10: For which X is OPT (X) = O(m)?

Many known results of this type: X ⊆ [n]m is easy, for X ∈ X
algorithm A matches optimum (asymptotically, in amortized sense).

Examples: low entropy (static optimality), spatial/temporal
clustering (dynamic finger, working set), sequential access, etc.


